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#10 Summarize the strengths and weaknesses of the Teaching Fellow. In what ways was their teaching effective and
in what ways could their teaching be improved?

 
Respondent Answer

1563965
Daniel was an excellent TF and I can't believe he took on the TF work of this course himself. He, like Professor Altonji, brought a wealth of
econometrics experience to class and gave great feedback on the problem sets, exams, and office hours. Thanks for offering both sections
and office hours for us. We really appreciate you!

1564167 Excellent TA

1573106 He responds in a timely manner and is helpful when answering questions.

1579043 Great

1585256

Daniel was so helpful for all of us this semester and added so much clarity to the material that we learned in lectures. Sections were always
super useful for exams/problem sets/projects and Daniel also hosted extensive office hours throughout the week that were critical in building
my understanding of the course material. Daniel also provided excellent answers to our questions on Ed. Very, very grateful for Daniel's
fantastic instruction this semester. The economics department is lucky to have him as both a student and as an instructor.

1587694 Good job explaining concepts.

1587901
Daniel was easily the most involved and helpful Teaching Fellow I have ever had at Yale. His office hours were extremely helpful. His
discussion sections were very well taught and engaging. In addition to those, Daniel also would respond to emails extremely fast, usually
within 5 minutes. I attribute a lot of my great experience within this course to Daniel.

1588855
Daniel was an excellent TF. I don't think that I would have survived the course without his guidance. He was wonderful at explaining the
concepts and was crucial to my exam preparation.

1590658 Daniel was incredibly supportive as a TF.

1591896
Daniel was willing to help and took his time explaining concepts. I think it might've been good to have more than one teaching fellow,
because with the number of students in the course it seems excessive to put all the office hours and grading on him.

1592773 Very helpful.

1593043 Daniel is great.

1597646 Great TF, very supportive and really understanding of the material


